TECHNOLOGICAL INNOVATION FOR ENSURING 24 x 7 AVAILABILITY OF SANITARY NAPKINS THROUGH AUTOMATED SANITARY NAPKIN VENDING MACHINE
TECHNOLOGICAL SOLUTION FOR FEMALE SANITATION & HYGIENE ISSUE

Ensuring Supply of QUALITY SANITARY NAPKINS MADE FROM NATURAL PULP

Ensuring continuous availability Thru Automated Vending machines

Ensuring safe & environment friendly Disposal of used thru Napkin Incinerators
Company Profile

- **HLL Lifecare Limited (HLL)** is a 100% Government of India owned public sector undertaking under the administrative control of the **Ministry of Health & Family Welfare, Government of India**.

- HLL’s purpose of business is to provide quality healthcare products and services at affordable rates. HLL has emerged as a multi-product organization, with several manufacturing units, and a vast array of innovative products and services. **It is addressing various public health challenges in the area of maternal and child health, women hygiene, population stabilization and HIV/AIDS control.**

- [HLL-Brief Movie - January 2016.mp4](#)
• India is at a threshold of demographic transition where young people (age group 10 – 19 years) constitute 21% (243 million) of the total population (1.2 billion).

• Focus on the health of young people, especially adolescent girls is very important as data suggests that more than 33% of the disease burden and almost 60% of premature deaths among adults can be associated with behaviors or conditions that began or occurred during adolescence.
Adolescent girls are particularly vulnerable biologically to reproductive tract infections (RTI) and sexually transmitted infections (STI).
ख़बर में हर दिन की खुशियों के भर तकली हूँ।

ख़बर में हमें स्थायित्व का ध्वाज रख पक्की हूँ।
Menstrual hygiene & Sanitation education alone may not be sufficient to induce behaviour change.

It has to be complemented with facilities such as providing each adolescent girl in rural schools with sustained supply of safe and hygienic sanitary napkins during their entire period of schooling.
SANITARY NAPKIN VENDING MACHINES

Sanitary Napkin Vending Machines is an innovative use of technology for enhancing access to sanitary pads in rural schools.
To Whom So Ever It May Concern

HLL Lifecare Limited, a 100% Government of India Public Sector Enterprise under administrative control of Ministry of Health & Family Welfare, has introduced Sanitary Napkin Vending Machines and Incinerators. These two machines play an important role towards the usage of Sanitary Napkin Pads, which strengthen female hygiene / sanitation & cleanliness practices, and towards an environment friendly way of disposing the used Sanitary Napkin Pads.

Since this machinery is highly inclined towards the objectives of the Swachh Bharat Mission (Urban), it is recommended that these machines be installed at places frequented by women.

Yours sincerely,

(Praveen Prakash)
Ensuring availability when in need!

WOMEN HYGIENE
(SANITARY NAPKIN)
VENDING MACHINE
Feminine hygiene products typically receive little attention in the industry. It's for emergency use. Mostly women carry their own products with them, and to make it conveniently available, vending machine is a novel way. The major advantages are

- **Immediate access to napkins to meet the menstrual emergencies.**
  - Self dispensing of the napkins at the drop of a coin.
- **Gets rid of the embarrassment / shyness asking for the napkins.**
  - Minimises absenteeism in Schools / Colleges,
  - Convenient to buy the product independently

**Multipurpose Sanitary Napkin Vending Machines (SNVM’s)** are a novel way to make product available at the time of need.
At the Right place

Girls / Co-Ed Schools
Girls / Co-Ed Colleges
Girls / Women Hostels
Women Public Toilets
Bus stands

Offices where Women are working
Factories where women are working
Railway Stations

All places frequented By Girls-Women

➢ VENDIGO.mp4
Sanitary Napkin Vending Machine

- Wall Hanging
- Fully Electronic
- Fully Customizable For different product size
- Accepts various coin denominations
- Programmable For different Coin acceptance
- Complete Data retrievable Electronically Thru SD card
- Programmable for different Product Pricing
WHY SANITARY NAPKIN VENDING MACHINE

- Ensures 24 x 7 availability
- Eliminates manual interaction for purchase thus removes inhibition and stigma
- At the press of a button, Girl-Women gets napkin pads
- Ensures proper sanitation and hygiene quality for Girls- Women

WHY HLL

- 100% GOVT of INDIA ENTERPRISE
- PROMOTING GIVT VISION OF “ENSURING AVAILABILITY OF QUALITY NAPKIN PADS TO FEMALE POPULATION OF INDIA
- INCREASE USAGE % AMONGST GIRLS-WOMEN ACROSS INDIA
- IMPROVING THE HEALTH OF INDIA

IT’s HUMAN ISSUE not WOMEN ISSUE

➢ VENDIGO.mp4